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C-cat K-kangaroo T-tiger
D-donkey L-lion U-unicorn
E-elephant M-mouse V-vulture
F-fish N-newt W-whale
G-gorilla O-octopus X-is in ox
H-horse P-polar bear Y-yak

S-seal Z-zebra
3. Explain to the children that everyone who lives on the earth is an earthling. We all share the

earth and need to learn about it and care for one another. Read a story about an earthling.
4. On the globe, locate where the different earthlings live.

More to do
Alphabet: This activity lends itself to a study or refresher on the letters of the alphabet.
Art: Draw, paint or look in books and magazines for pictures of the earthlings. Hang them up in
the room.
Field trip: Take a trip to the zoo. Learn about people who care for animals such as veterinari-
ans, zookeepers, farmers, etc. Invite one of them to come and speak with the children.

Related books
Biggest, Strongest, Fastest by Steve Jenkins
Dear Children of the Earth by Schim Schimmel
I Love You, Mouse by John Graham
Polar Bear, Polar Bear, What Do You Hear? by Bill Martin, Jr.
Quick as a Cricket by Audrey Wood

H Susan Rinas, Parma, OH

3+ Whose Baby?
Science skills

The children learn classification and visual 
skills in this matching game.

Materials 
Magazine pictures of both young and mature animals
Oaktag cards, 6” x 8” (15 cm x 20 cm)
Scissors
Glue
Are You My Mother? by P. D. Eastman

What to do
1. Cut out the pictures of young and mature animals. Glue them on to oaktag cards. 
2. The children sit in a circle on the floor; give each child a card.
3. The teacher holds a card first and asks either “Who has my baby?” or “Who has my 
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mother/father?”. The child with the correct card 
brings it up to the teacher to make a match.

4. The game proceeds round-robin fashion with each
initiating child asking either “Who has my baby?”

or “Who has my mother/father?”.
5. Read Are You My Mother?.

More to do
More science: Set out the cards on a table. Children may work at matching the cards during
center time.

Related book
Animals Born Alive and Well by Ruth Heller

H Susan R. Forbes, Holly Hill, FL

Pet Prints 3+
Science skills

In this delightful game, children hone their observation skills, 
and compare and contrast similar items.

Materials 
Ink pads or paint and a pan
Paper
Photos of animals or similar pictures from magazines
Contact paper

What to do
1. Send the children home with an ink pad or paint and a pan and four pieces of paper. Attach

a note asking parents to assist their child in making four paw prints of their pet or a friend or
neighbor’s pet. Also request that they send in a photo of their pet.

2. Collect the the paw prints and cover with contact paper for durability. Match the photos to the
prints and mark the backs of the photos with stickers or colored shapes similar to those on the
paw prints. This will enable the children to check their answers at a self-directed center.

3. At a center or during circle time bring out several of the paw prints and spread them out for
all to see. Discuss their differences and similarities, sizes and shapes, etc. Begin to guess
what kinds of animals would leave such footprints.

4. One by one, show the children’s photos that the children brought in and begin to match the
prints to the photos.

5. Put the pet prints and the matching photos on a table or leave them on the carpet during
free play so the children can use them as a self-directed activity.

6. Children can also make prints of their own bare feet with paint. When the footprints are dry
and covered with contact paper, the children try to find the prints that match their own feet.
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